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As the California Legislature heads into its final month of the
2018 Legislative Session, CAC has scored a number of
important wins for the collection industry and its members. At
the start of this year legislation was introduced, AB 1974
(Gonzalez - Fletcher), that would have prohibited public schools
or school districts from using collection agencies. Introduced
after media stories in San Diego raised questions about the
appropriateness of using private collection agencies to pursue
students or parents, the bill was supported by numerous
education and legal services organizations.
CAC was able to sit down with Assemblywoman Fletcher, drill
down on the issues surrounding stigmatizing students and
their families in a school environment, and work out amendments to address the proponents concerns but
removing the ban on the use of collection agencies. The bill now limits credit reporting of this type of debt and
the sale but allows schools to continue to use private collection agencies.
Another win for CAC was on AB 1526 (Kalra) which started out creating a new legal concept, extinguishing time
barred debt, then morphed into prohibiting collection of debt based on open book accounts. After sitting down
with the author and sponsor, CAC was able to negotiate a practical solution to consumer concerns about
collection practices related to time barred debt. The new bill requires an additional notice related to time barred
debt, but only when there is a written attempt to collect.
CAC continues to work with Democrats in a Legislature dominated by 2/3 Democratic super majorities to explain
and further industry views on pending legislation. CAC is currently supporting legislation by Assemblyman Mark
Stone, (D-Monterey) that would clarify debt collectors acting as debt collectors are not student loan processors
and do not have to be licensed by the Department of Business oversight as will be required for student loan
processors.
We are currently working on amendments to AB 2825 (Reggie Jones Sawyer) that would extend certain consumer
protections in the Rosenthal Act and the Debt Buyers act to certain non-consensual debts such as parking tickets
and towing. The Legislature is currently on its summer break which began on July 6 and returns on August 6th.
CAC continues to oppose legislation by State Senator Bob Wieckowski, (SB 298 and SB 16) which would eliminate
bank levies in California and limit wage garnishment on private student debt. We are following legislation SB 1012
(Hertzberg) that would raise the jurisdictional amounted in limited civil actions. Both of these bills were defeated
last August on the Assembly Floor but are expected to come up again before the Legislature adjourns August 31.
- Cliff Berg
Governmental Advocates
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ACA INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION OVERVIEW
TCPA, ringless voicemails, text messages, call blocking, and e-mail was the general theme of the ACA Convention in
Nashville last week. CAC Vice President Shawn Suhr, CAC President Elect Courtney Reynaud, along with many other
CAC members and MAP attorneys, were in attendance getting information on the ever-changing landscape of debt
collections.
It was clear from the classes on TCPA, blocked calls, artificial intelligence, and embracing new communication
methods that there will be changes coming in the way we communicate with consumers. Rozanne Anderson, VP and
CCO at Ontario Systems LLC, Tim Collins, CCO at TrueAccord Corp, and our own California Attorney, David Kaminiski,
Partner at Carlson & Messer, LLP spoke to a standing room only about embracing new communication methods.
They spent the hour going over e-mail, text messages, the requirements of an e-signature, and voicemail messages.
Another class that I found very valuable was taught by Jon Goldman of Brand Launcher. He spent the hour
discussing how we can reach our goals and improve our teams. It starts with our ?Thriving Mindset?, focused use of
our time, delegation, and promotion of our replacement. This way we can focus on our super sales team, our lead
generation, recruiting the right people, KPIs, and continued profitability.
The list of classes goes on for miles, ACA did an amazing job putting together great presenters and relevant topics. If
you were not able to attend, ACA has a great play back product that allows you to purchase recordings of most of the
classes at the conference. Check out http://www.playbackaca.com/ for more information.
Along with national topics, we spent some time with the state units on Monday, July 23 to talk about what the state
units are doing across the country. It was an informative afternoon, where we discussed what other units were doing
for their annual conferences, membership education, and the legislative work each unit is doing.
Across the room, we heard concern about the number of agencies closing, member involvement, and need for more
funds to support the legislative work the units do for the members at the state level. It was comforting to know that
CAC is not alone in our struggles with these items, but also to know that we have an amazing CAC management team
that works hard to make our education informative.
I would like to remind each of you that we cannot do all this work in California without your involvement in the
association and PAC fund contributions. Please take a moment to review your commitment to the PAC fund and sign
up for CAC?s Annual Conference. Click h er e to register today!
- Kelly Parsons - O'Brien
CAC Presdient
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GENERAL COUNSEL UPDATE
California?s lawmakers are set to return soon from their Summer break. With that,
CAC?s legislative efforts will resume and quickly return to full speed. As General
Counsel, I continue to work with Cliff Berg, CAC?s lobbyist, to address a number of bills
including AB 2825, which seeks to extend the protections of the Rosenthal Act to
towing debt, certain parking penalties, traffic tickets, and vendor tickets. CAC has
worked with the Receivables Management Association, the Towing Association and
various vehicle repair associations to address the issues with this bill. This bill, which
started out as a fairly simple matter, has been revised by the author and sponsor
several times and has expanded in to a far more complicated bill. In its current form, this bill stands to turn vehicle
repair shops into debt collectors. I have spent a considerable number of hours redrafting and revising the bill to
make sense of it.
Another bill that remains high on our radar is SB 298. This is the bill aimed at eliminating bank levies as a collection
tool in California by allowing debtors to claim an as exempt a set amount of cash in his or her accounts. This bill did
not pass last year due to the efforts of CAC and others. In June, the author lowered the cash exemption amount from
$2,250 to $2,000. That reduction, if this bill becomes law, will still virtually eliminate bank levies based on the
exemption amount. CAC continues to work with a vast coalition of other associations and groups to oppose this bill.
While the legislative efforts continue, I am working with the other panelists to put together an interesting and
informative legal panel discussion for the annual conference in Monterey (October 8-9, 2018). To register for the
conference, click h er e.
- Tom Griffin
General Counsel

WEBINARS
Call Baiting

Wednesday, August 22, 2018
12:30 PM - 2:00 PM PDT

Panelists: David Kaminski, Kelly
Parsons-O?Brien, Mike Cheek
Topics:
-

Call Baiting

-

On-the job training
when a Consumer says
no to payment? now
what (overcoming
stalls/objections)?

Cost : $59/location
$99/location for non-members
On lin e Regist r at ion
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